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Household Budget

- Since 2009, Agency conducted quarterly Household Budget Survey
- Sample size 3000 HH
- Coverage: 35 district and city
- 7 questionnary (monthly, quarterly and annually)
Module on ownership

- In a form 4 "The characteristic of personal plots, owned" on an annual basis collect information of rather land area for the beginning and on the end of the year, the area and purpose of the used lands"

- In a form 6 "Existence of objects of cultural and community purpose of long use in a household" on an annual basis collect information concerning existence separate a type of objects for the beginning and on the end of the year, service life and also intention of a household on acquisitions.
Other sources

- The state automobile inspection the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Republic of Tajikistan annually submits bodies of statistics the reporting about existence of the motor transport being in personal property of citizens (a statistical form 5-ts) and also information concerning the realized vehicles in personal property of citizens (form 4-ts).
- On the basis of the obtained data are formed aggregated the population given on security by cars.
Other sources

- Tajikistan participates in the program of the international comparisons of GDP since 2005. At disaggregation of GDP pays off separate indicators which characterize a private property. This indicator calculates taking into account import of cars and other costly goods.

- All calculations are made on an expert basis taking into account the data obtained from various sources.
Challenges

- Harmonization of the international methodology on national level and developments of additional modules on property estimates
- Creation of a uniform accounting system and database
- Training of the best practice
- Strengthening of interagency coordination
Future activity

- The state enterprise "Registration of Real Estate" at the State committee on land management and geodesy of the Republic of Tajikistan is formed on the basis of interdistrict enterprise of technical inventory SUE Hochagii manzili kommunali
- Now the database on owners of real estate, in particular, of the apartment dachas, own objects, is developed.
- The special questionnaire intends to develop the agencies for the centralized collection of data on a private property.
- To use DHS data and other sources
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